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  Flamenco Inheritance. Ours Flamenco CD + DVD 

 
13.55 €
15.89 USD

 Songs: 
  CD 
  1. En la lejanía - Juan Manuel 
  2. Al golpe 
  3. Lástima me da 
  4. Aires de Málaga 
  5. Sonikete - Juan Carlos

Romero 
  DVD 
  1. En la lejanía - Juan Manuel 
  2. Al golpe 
  3. Lástima me da 
  4. Aires de Málaga 
  5. Sonikete - Juan Carlos

Romero 

Marco. Sevillian artist with roots "Austrian-Croatian", grows from an early age in the academy's teacher JOSE GALVAN, where
he learns the basis of flamenco art. It takes his first steps on the scenes of Seville and their province.
Acquiring knowledge of Spanish clasico ballet, at the Conservatory of Seville and the academy of 
SUSANA RODRIGUEZ combining the dance with jondo. At twelve years old he enters in the tablao "EL PALACIO ANDALUZ"
under the direction of the Tona, where it learns the basis of the dances from the Spanish clasico, Jota and regional dances.
From that times he is concentrated exclusively in the flamenco dance. Works through the most important "tablaos" in Spain
as they are; LOS GALLOS, LAS BRUJAS DEL ARENAL IN SEVILLE, LA REINA IN GRANADA, LAS CARBONERAS IN MADRID, and
lately EL CORDOBES IN BARCELONA.
Visit 3 Japon times with the company of YOKO KOMATSUBARA, together with the great MERCEDES AMAYA (niece of the
legendary CARMEN AMAYA), spends 6 months in the tablao "Flamenco" in Tokyo, with the flamenco ISRAEL GALVAN.
Works in the biennial flamenco from Seville in 2002. At the present time he works with his own flamenco scenes "cuadro
flamenco" by the theaters throughout Spain and the European scene, he 
trying to create its space in the difficult art of flamenco world and aspires with all humility to his growth and development of
his artisticas restlessness.

Marco...................................Dance
Antonio Andujat................... Singing
Manuel "ZAMBULLO"....... Singing
Paco Heredia........................ Guitar
Juan Mateo...........................Cajon
Jonathan Cortes....................Palmas


